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SOCIAL EVENT HIGHLIGHTS



" What's your favourite 
thing about ACGMUN"

Student officers and delegates 
replied:

"the amazing people I always meet here:)"

"The food at the social event!"

"Rating the chair's outfits!"

"M&M hunting during the refreshment breaks!!"

"the secretariat:)"

"the people!!"

"THE GREEK SPIRIT"

"The Girls "

"The amendments at ECOSOC ( if you 
know you know)"



SPONSORS
A BIG THANK YOU TO Dodoni , Mmsgreece and vikos FOR 

SPONSORING THIS CONFERENCE!

DODONI GREECE

VIKOS

Mmsgreece



EC Special



EC Special



How to Deal With Post-ACGMun Depression
 World Health Organization has failed to combat the most 

infectious disease.. Post- ACGMUN depression...As people who 
have been victims of it plenty of times the past years, we decided 
to generously provide you with the most effective ways to get 
over it. We will not lie to you , the symptoms of the disease are 
chronic .. however , we know the best coping mechanisms

1. Stalk your former co-delegates on social media
Not sure if this will actually let you get over your post MUN 
depression , though , it definitely is part of the process...

2. Binge watch a Netflix Series !
Netflix destruction surely makes you get over things in the short 
term. Make sure to avoid watching Suits or any other law related 
series though.. You might associate Harvey Specter with your 
ACGMUN self...

3. Engage in a lot of shower fights
The shampoo bottles are always the best opponents. The end of 
ACGMUN definitely left you with some unresolved arguments. Well 
, instead of letting them keep you up at night , we suggest you 
leverage your "right of reply" against all your conditioners.



Ships



BEST DRESSED!

BEST DUO! Best trio!

Best admin!



Winners of the BeReal 
Competition!



GENERAL ASSEMBLY
HIGHLIGHTS



Lookalikes!



Lookalikes!



Splashy Crisis in EC
Environmental Commission is drenched by this 

natural crisis! The Nation of the Maldives has flooded, 
private property is being destroyed, aquatic life has been 
disturbed and people are drowning. The delegates 
should take measures quickly in order to prevent the 
islands from getting submerged.



ECOSOC IS SPICING THINGS UP: THE 
CAUSE OF WW3 WILL ACTUALLY END 
UP BEING ECOSOC'S BOREDOM!

It is the third and final day of our beloved ACGMUN, and the 
ECOSOC decided to go out with a BANG! The delegate of 
Russia made the most interesting proposal of a nuclear World 
War 3 to gain money, glory and, of course, take the USA out 
of the map. The only requests Russia made were access to 
the whole planet’s uranium supply and the total submission 
of the other countries (very humble if we say so ourselves). 
Türkiye, Iraq, and North Korea expressed their support 
among other countries, with North Korea’s help being 
rejected as Russia did not like their eyes, and Iraq being 
promised help with an additional three 9/11s.Turkiye’s 
standing with Russia was enough for Greece to side with the 
USA (the grudge holds strong) and Russia’s reply to Africa’s 
question “What will we gain from this?” was that they would 
be given highly nutritious uranium to eat. In the end, 
everyone voted in favor of Russia’s proposal, which may or 
may not have something to do with the itty bitty threat of 
complete destruction in the case of resistance, making us 
think that Nigeria, the only country that voted against Russia, 
has a death wish. This incident might seem like the literal end 
of the world for common folk, but for MUNers it is just 
another Sunday!



Closing ceremony highlights



Closing ceremony chair speeches



Closing Ceremony Speech



THE PRESS TEAM
HEAD: AGGELINA 
KYROUSI
ELENA PAPAZARIFI
Marcel negrin
Penelope fragkoy
Chrysostomos 
Roympas

Konstantinos
chantanis
Petros kokkalis
Alkmini Farmaki
Katerina douka
Eleni grivaia
Areti zarmpouTi
Daphne Lindhe



See you next year!
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